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1) Operation Description 

 

Description of the Great Canary Telescope’s Infrastructure 

The Great Canary Telescope (GTC) is currently the biggest telescope in the world. Its mirror, 10,4 meters in diameter, consisting of 36 hexagonal segments 

which make it look like the eye of a big fly, has a huge collecting capacity, and is able to detect the light coming from the ends and the origin of the universe. 

The mission of the GTC consists of providing astronomical observations on the border of the current optical telescope’s capabilities, thus helping a scientific 

community with wide-ranging interests, and using the available resources as efficiently as possible. In addition, as a distinguished representative of the 

investigation of technology, GRANTECAN’s vision aims to participate in making a culture based on the scientific method, showing society the importance of 

science and technology as tools to serve a more sustainable future. 



 

The GTC is one of the most sophisticated facilities in Spain and, for this reason, it is part of Spain’s Singular Scientific and Technological Infrastructures 

(ICTS). The GTC, as a cutting-edge facility for astrophysical research, is also considered a priority line in the EU2020 Strategy Programme of Smart 

Specialisation of the Canary Islands (RIS3). 

GRANTECAN is the public company which has created the GTC and is in charge of its operation, its maintenance, and its development. Its staff is composed 

of 65 people, among whom astronomers, engineers, technicians and administrative officers can be found. GRANTECAN has three bases: the telescope in 

Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, in La Palma; the Astrophysics Centre in Breña Baja, La Palma; and the offices in the Canary Islands Institute of 

Astrophysics, in Tenerife. 

GRANTECAN is mostly financed by Spain (90%, shared equally between the Central Government and the Canary Islands Government), and by its 

international partners, Mexico (5%) and the University of Florida (5%). A significant portion of this funding, along the entire GTC’s development, has been 



obtained by means of the European Fund of Regional Development (ERDF), which has therefore been an essential element in the making of this masterpiece 

of science and Spanish technology. 

The construction of the GTC began in 2000, and its scientific operations in 2009. Since then, the GTC has obtained remarkable scientific results, reflected in 

more than 300 scientific articles published in specialized magazines. These articles cover several fields of astrophysics, including planets and asteroids in the 

Solar System, the study of the atmosphere from planets around other stars, the study of physics with regard to extreme objects such as black holes and other 

interacting compact stars, the great stellar explosions, the evolution of the chemistry of the universe, and the search and study of external galaxies as far as the 

limits of the universe. In this sense, the GTC is the most powerful time machine, able to go back to the time in which the first stars and galaxies were formed, 

around 150 million years after the Big Bang, which we now estimate occurred 13,800 million years ago.  

 

 



 

Expansion Project of the GTC, Phase 2 

Thanks to these results, the GTC has established itself as the leading edge telescope in the international stage. In order to maintain this competitiveness, the 

GTC needs to be equipped with increasingly sophisticated tools which can analyse the light of the stars. For this reason, the GTC counts on an ambitious 

instrumental development plan, approved by committees of international experts. The ERDF funds concerning this report intend to finance most of the GTC’s 

instrumental developments between 2015 and 2019. The project is called “Expansion work of the Great Canary Telescope. Phase 2” and it complements the 



improvements previously initiated in the Project “Phase 1”, also co-financed with the ERDF funds. The project includes several actions which are briefly 

described hereunder.  

Along with optical and infrared cameras, which allow one to obtain deep images of the sky, the most powerful tool to study the cosmos is spectroscopy. This 

technique involves a detailed analysis of the different wavelengths (colours) from the stars’ light emission. Due to this, basic physical properties such as its 

temperature, density, chemical composition, and movement can be determined. The ERDF funds finance the manufacturing and installation of two innovative 

spectrographs within the GTC, one responsible for analysing in detail the visible light (MEGARA), and another one for the infrared light (MIRADAS), as well 

as the installation of another spectrograph (HORS). In addition to the exceptional scientific benefits these brand new devices will provide, its development 

contains innovative technological elements on issues regarding optics, electronics, sensors, and cryogenics, the discipline which studies the set of techniques 

necessary for cooling materials at very low temperatures.  

In order to attach these instruments to the telescope, it is necessary to equip its focal stations with accessible assets which allow its calibration and night 

observation. The ERDF funds are aimed to complete two focal stations with units for the acquisition and guidance of stars during night observations, and with 

calibration systems for the tools, as well as to equip the central focus of the Cassegrain telescope with all its elements (including the field rotator).  

Furthermore, to optimise the benefit of detectors coming from tools with astronomical purposes, it is necessary to cool them at a very low temperature, in the 

most extreme case at just a few degrees over absolute zero (-273 degrees centigrade). The ERDF funds also finance the implementation of the liquid helium 

circuits required for cooling the GTC’s infrared instruments.  

The project’s eligible public expenditure is 13,410,000 euros, with a 11,398,500€ support from the ERDF.  

 



In terms of the project’s impact, the number of Main Researchers who have achieved observing time with the GTC through competitive selection processes is 

346: each one leads research teams which in some cases include tens of researchers, both national and also coming from foreign institutions. It is expected 

that, by introducing new and competitive instruments like those which are under development in the Expansion Project of the GTC, the value of these 

indicators end up increasing, and that a significant proportion of the GTC’s scientific projects are carried out using the new instrumentation. 

 

2) Justification of the best practices criteria and supporting graphic documentation 

 

High dissemination among beneficiaries and the general public 

 

The GTC’s scientific user community is the direct beneficiary of its instrumental development. The community is constantly informed about the progress of 

the actions financed with the ERDF funds through GRANTECAN’s website, where one can find sections specifically focused on each of the developing 

instruments, as well as a “news” home page which highlights the most important related milestones, and a specific website about the programmes financed by 

the ERDF funds (http://www.gtc.iac.es/gtc/feder_es.php).  

Provided below as an example is the website about the project described in this report (http://www.gtc.iac.es/gtc/FEDER2014-2020.php). 

 

http://www.gtc.iac.es/gtc/feder_es.php
http://www.gtc.iac.es/gtc/FEDER2014-2020.php


 

 

 

Improvements on the GTC are also notified regularly through specific forums from the scientific astronomical community (e.g. The Spanish Astronomical 

Society’s announcement list), and are presented in international scientific congresses in which GTC users participate. In addition, congresses and special 



meetings have been organized in order for the scientific community to thoroughly understand the GTC’s development and its instrumentation, and in this way 

optimise its scientific exploitation.  

 

As for the dissemination amongst the general public, disclosing the GTC, its scientific results, and the importance of astrophysics and science, these are all 

some of GRANTECAN’s priorities, and they are done in different ways, as explained hereafter. 

 

Every year, and in spite of the telescope’s remote location, around 8,000 people visit the GTC in person, most of them accompanied by guides with Starlight 

certification. GRANTECAN is also the primary agent in the “Nuestros alumnos y el Roque de los Muchachos” education programme. It consists of a 

formative and accessible project which seeks to bring high school students and teachers closer to astrophysical research, by means of lectures at the 

educational centres and student’s visits to the telescopes. Since 2009, 4,800 kids have benefited from the programme, which aims to reach all the centres in La 

Palma that teach fourth grade. Both in the guided tours and in the student’s visits, the relevance of the ERDF funds is clearly shown in the informative posters, 

visible during the whole tour (see next picture), as well as in the telescope’s explanatory video, which points out how important the ERDF funds have been for 

the GTC. In 2018, another programme will also be implemented, consisting of virtual visits to the telescope over the network, with the possibility of 

interacting straightaway with professional astrophysicists. 

 



 

 

 

 



The GTC has a presence on social media (especially Twitter @GTCtelescope and Facebook @GranTelescopioCanarias), which allows for notifying the 

telescope’s scientific and technological improvements in an agile manner. ERDF funds are advertised through the network, on social media with the help of 

the funding agency (ACIISI) and the Canary Islands Government. More examples like the following pictures can be found in the links below: 

o https://www.facebook.com/ACIISI/posts/1732663420105762 

o http://www.gobiernodecanarias.org/noticias/eicc/Conocimiento/94286/ii-fase-gran-telescopio-canarias-cuenta-13-4-millones-euros 

o https://twitter.com/agenciaiisi/status/983691839520821249 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ACIISI/posts/1732663420105762
http://www.gobiernodecanarias.org/noticias/eicc/Conocimiento/94286/ii-fase-gran-telescopio-canarias-cuenta-13-4-millones-euros
https://twitter.com/agenciaiisi/status/983691839520821249


 



 



 



 

 

 

 



Advertising is also done through the two Canary province newspapers:  

 

 

 

 



 

 

In the same way, brochures about the Megara instrument will start being handed out to citizens at visits to the GRANTECAN: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Other supplementary dissemination activities are informative talks about astronomy for the general public imparted by astrophysicists from GRANTECAN, 

involvement in local and national public events, and a constant presence in the media. The relevance of the ERDF funds is reflected in the logos that 

accompany the presentations, and it is mentioned whenever necessary.  

 

Finally, a photographic exhibition is being organized that will be held from 30th April to 10th May 2018 in Santa Cruz de la Palma, with the objective of 

promoting among the general public the importance of the ERDF funds for science and technological development, using the GTC as a case of success. This 

activity will be complemented by an open doors day throughout the month of May 2018, in which there will be a descriptive video about the telescope 

emphasizing how important the ERDF funds have been for its development.  In addition to these activities, brief descriptive videos about the actions financed 

with the ERDF funds will be added and distributed via social media. Such actions are being promoted and sponsored by the Canary Islands Ministry of 

Finance.  

 

Incorporating Innovative Elements 

 

The GTC, as a leading scientific and technological facility, incorporates innovative elements in nearly all its components, being at the forefront of various 

disciplines such as:  

 

 Mechanical and electronic design 

 Optics and optomechanics 

 Cryogenics and space 

 Computing and software in different platforms 

 Automatisms, sensors, mechatronics in general 



 Project management. Systems engineering. Configuration control 

 Real-time control 

 Scientific instrumentation 

 Astrophysics 

 

In fact, all the instruments and mechanisms developed for the GTC, more specifically those which are being made in the project financed with the ERDF 

funds, can be considered as unique prototypes specially created for the GTC in order to achieve original, novel and relevant scientific goals, and afterwards 

fabricated incorporating solutions which are innovative in many cases. Here are two examples: the MEGARA device makes use of the latest technology in 

optical fibre and dispersive elements, the so-called holographic networks. The liquid helium cooling technique is a recent discipline that continues to evolve, 

and GRANTECAN actively takes part in implementing innovative solutions in terms of design and implementation of circuits in which helium can preserve 

its highest level of purity, and in routine maintenance operation.  

 

For these reasons, GRANTECAN is also an opportunity to promote and inspire technological progress in its territorial environment, favouring the creation of 

companies in the Canaries related to the activities, maintenance and developmental needs in the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory. Besides, 

GRANTECAN is a unique opportunity for young people to train themselves in jobs at the border of technological developments and investigations in all the 

aforementioned disciplines. Their training at GRANTECAN provides them with a wealth of knowledge and experience that could hardly occur at other 

companies, especially on the island of La Palma, where the technological business network is almost non-existent. This fact significantly raises the 

possibilities amongst the younger crowd of landing a suitable job for their academic background, and it helps to encourage the gradual establishment of a base 

in La Palma with human potential trained in high technologies.  

 

Adapting the obtained results to the established objectives 

 



The instrumental development actions supported by the ERDF funds of the programme that this report analyses are being carried out in accordance with the 

established times and plans. Three out of the seven specific actions have been completed, particularly those corresponding to the manufacturing and 

installation of the MEGARA instrument and its accessory units, as illustrated in the following picture. This has enabled MEGARA to be offered to the 

scientific community as of the second half of 2018.  

 

  

  



 

The rest of the actions are progressing in a very satisfactory way, with an efficient use of the resources available.   

The primary objective is to provide the GTC with new instruments that can maintain its international competitiveness and the scientific community’s to which 

it serves. The expected impact indicators will be quantitatively measurable as soon as every instrument is offered to the scientific community, through 

indicators such as the number of requests to access the instrument and, subsequently, the scientific publications deriving from its use.   

 

Contribution to resolving a problem or weakness detected on the area of implementation  

 

The project meets the need to equip the GTC with new instrumentation able to maintain its international competitiveness and leadership. Astrophysics is a 

constantly evolving science where one continuously finds out natural phenomena that raise new enigmas about the understanding of the universe, and that 

need an appropriate instrumentation in order for them to be solved.  

 

The impact of the GTC’s development operations financed by the ERDF funds is made manifest in a variety of areas summarized below. 

 

 The project aims to provide the Spanish scientific community with a cutting-edge facility in the field of astrophysics, in order to make new, 

relevant and competitive science on an international level.  

 It drives technological and industrial development. In the GTC’s construction phase, 70% of the activities have been led by the Spanish industry, 

and all of the actions have been developed in Europe. The GTC is the first segmented telescope built by the European industry. At the moment, all 

of the GTC’s development projects are made by means of contracts with public research centres and the industry.  

 It promotes technology transfer. With these contracts, GRANTECAN prompts the industry to create the new and complex products that it needs, 

thus generating knowledge that may be applied in other fields.  

 It offers international recognition for the island of La Palma and the Canaries in general.  



 

High degree of coverage over the targeted population 

 

The impact on the citizens, in its various components, is as follows: 

 

 It creates local employment (most of GRANTECAN workers are Canary Islanders), and it makes people move, which generates economic activity 

around GRANTECAN. 

 It generates recruitment in local businesses.  

 It is a training opportunity for the youth in high tech jobs. 

 It contributes directly and indirectly to citizenship education and brings the young people closer to science, inspiring them to choose science-

related careers. 

 

Consideration of the horizontal equal-opportunity and non-discrimination policies, as well as social responsibility and environmental sustainability  

 

GRANTECAN, in all its actions and particularly in the staff selection process, advocates for guaranteeing equal opportunities. Some examples of this are the 

recent workforce recruitments, the gender parity of the GTC’s committee, directly elected by GRANTECAN’s leaders (http://www.gtc.iac.es/gtc/guc_es.php), 

and the implementation in 2018 of an online open doors programme for the GTC, which aims primarily at having mainly female scientific interlocutors with 

the citizens.  

 

The GTC’s vision, as mentioned in the introduction, also follows the social responsibility criterion of being an example and promoter amongst society of 

building a culture based on the scientific method. This effort also includes a maximum environmental sustainability criterion, especially given the GTC’s 

http://www.gtc.iac.es/gtc/guc_es.php


location, in a highly protected pre-national park area. Examples of this are the careful management of wastes generated by the GTC, which is in a process of 

continuous improvement, or the next implementation of electric vehicles in GRANTECAN’s fleet.  

 

Synergies with other policies or public intervention instruments 

 

All of GRANTECAN’s funding is public. In this context, the availability of the ERDF funds has allowed administrations (the Spanish Government and the 

Canary Islands Government) to channel part of their funding efforts towards the European funding area, complementing contributions that come directly from 

the General State Budget or the Autonomous Community of the Canary Islands. 

 

 

3) Financial Reporting 

 

The ERDF support, known as “Expansion work of the Great Canary Telescope. Phase 2 (Pre-14/05)”, is formalised in the collaboration agreement between 

GRANTECAN and the Canarian Agency for Research, Innovation and Information Society (ACIISI) signed on 30th December 2014. The overall cost of the 

project requested by GRANTECAN, and conceded, is 13,410,000€ with a 11,398,500€ support from the ERDF, and it is being pre-financed by the ACIISI.   
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